Control floodlights and sprinklers from your phone

Excel Power has a control and monitoring system designed specifically for sports fields, parks and other public places.

It can easily be added to existing installations to provide sophisticated control of floodlights and sprinklers and to monitor and report system failures, intruders etc.

Field users are issued with unique PINs that enable them to control the lights directly. Lights can be activated remotely by sending SMS text messages from mobile phones or locally through a numeric keypad.

This system records every command, identifying the user that issued it. Reports can be automatically emailed as required, being daily, weekly or monthly.

Using any internet connected computer, administrators can remotely access this system to control all connected lights and devices, manage users and view recorded data.

For more information call Excel Power today on 07 4638 7366
Benefits for Facility Owners

- Full remote control of all functions
- Remote access with any internet connected device
- No intervention required due to schedule changes
- Reduced wastage – lights don’t come on until activated by the user
- Improved accountability – full log of all activity
- Reduced cost and response time – new users can be given access in a matter of minutes
- Improved security – change PINs as often as desired
- Improved vandal and damage control – use alarms to notify break-ins, flooding etc.
- Simple installation and setup
- Designed and manufactured in Australia – readily available local support
- Keypad option available

Benefits for Users

- Reduced cost – pay only for actual usage
- Increased convenience – no need to inform anyone of game cancellations or time extensions
- Increased convenience – use your own mobile phone, no need to search for light switches etc. in the dark
- Increased convenience and security – no keys or access cards to lose or forget

Our control system is suitable for:

SPORTS FIELDS  PARKS  TENNIS COURTS
COMMUNITY HALLS  CLUBHOUSES  PUBLIC TOILETS
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